ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL
Coordination and Management Meeting
New York, 1 – 3 June 2016

Draft Programme (as of 27 May 2016)

Wednesday, 1 June 2016
10 am - 1pm

Item 18 (c): Economic and environmental questions: Statistics
Presentation by the Chair of the Commission (Brazil) of the outcome of the fortyseventh session of the Statistical Commission (E/2016/24)
General discussion
Action on recommendation contained in the report of the Commission
Item 18 (i): Economic and environmental questions: Cartography
Introduction of the following reports:
Report of the 20th United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for Asia and
the Pacific (E/CONF.104/9)
Report of the Committee of Experts on Global Geospatial Information
Management, 5th session (3-7 August 2015) (E/2015/46)
Report of the Committee of Experts on Global Geospatial Information
Management on the review of its work (E/2016/47)
General discussion
Action on the recommendations contained in the reports and any additional draft
resolutions
Item 18 (d): Economic and environmental questions: Human settlements
Introduction of the report of the Secretary-General on the coordinated
implementation of the Habitat Agenda (E/2016/54)
General discussion
Action on a draft resolution
Item 2: Adoption of the agenda and other organizational matters
Consideration of the list of NGOs recommended by the Committee on NGOs to be
heard by the Council at the high-level segment of its 2016 session (E/2016/…)
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Action on draft decision E/2016/L.15/rev.1 on renaming the ECOSOC event to
discuss the transition from relief to development
Item 10: The role of the United Nations system in implementing the ministerial
declaration of the high-level segment of the substantive session of the
Economic and Social Council
Item 11: Implementation of and follow-up to major United Nations conferences
and summits
Introduction of the report of the Secretary-General on the mainstreaming of the
three dimensions of sustainable development throughout the United Nations
system (E/2016/55)
General discussion
Item 18 (k): Economic and environmental questions: Assistance to third States
affected by the applications of sanctions
[No advanced documentation]
General discussion

3 – 6 pm

Item 18 (a) Economic and environmental questions: Sustainable development
Presentation of the outcome of the eighteenth session of the Committee for
Development Policy (E/2016/33) by the Vice Chair of the Committee, Professor
Sakiko Fukuda-Parr
General discussion
Action on a draft resolution on the report of the Committee on Development
Policy
Informal presentation on the World Economic Situation and Prospects 2016
(updates as of mid-2016) (see E/2016/63)
Opening remarks by Mr. Lenni Montiel, Assistant Secretary-General for Economic
Development
Presentation by Mr. Hamidur Rashid, Chief, Global Economic Monitoring Unit,
UNDESA
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Thursday, 2 June 2016
10 am – 1 pm

Item 12 (c): Coordination, programme and other questions: Mainstreaming a
gender perspective into all policies and programmes in the United Nations
system
Item 18 (j): Economic and environmental questions: Women and development
Item 19 (a): Social and human rights questions: Advancement of women
Presentation by the Chair of the Commission (Brazil) of the outcome of the
sixtieth session of the Commission on the Status of Women (E/2016/27)
Introduction of the report of the Secretary-General on mainstreaming a gender
perspective into all policies and programmes in the United Nations system
(E/2016/57) by the Deputy Executive Director, Intergovernmental Support and
Strategic Partnerships Bureau, UN-WOMEN
Panel discussion on mainstreaming a gender perspective into all policies and
programmes in the United Nations system (concept note)
General discussion
Action on recommendations contained in the report of the Commission
Action on draft resolution on gender mainstreaming a gender perspective into all
policies and programmes in the United Nations system

3 – 6 pm

Item 12 (f): Coordination, programme and other questions: Prevention and
control of non-communicable diseases
Introduction of the report of the Director General of the World Health
Organization on the United Nations Inter-Agency Task Force on the Prevention and
Control of Non-communicable Diseases (E/2016/53)
General discussion
Action on draft resolution
Item 19 (b): Social and human rights questions: Social development
Presentation by the Chair of the Commission (Romania) of the outcome of the
fifty-fourth session of the Commission for Social Development (E/2016/26)
Introduction of the report of the Secretary-General on the implementation of the
objectives of the International Year of the Family and its follow-up processes
(E/2016/7)
General discussion
Action on recommendations contained in the report of the Commission
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Friday, 3 June 2016

10 am – 1 pm

Item 12 (a): Coordination, programme and other questions: Reports of
coordination bodies
Introduction of the annual overview report of the United Nations System Chief
Executives Board for Coordination (CEB) for 2015 (E/2016/56) by the Director of
the CEB Secretariat
Dialogue with the Director of the CEB Secretariat
General discussion
Item 11 (a): Implementation of and follow-up to major United Nations
conferences and summits: Follow-up to the International Conference on
Financing for Development
General discussion
Action on the report of the ECOSOC Forum on Financing for Development
(E/FFDF/2016/3)
Item 18 (h): Economic and environmental questions: International cooperation
in tax matters
Report of the Committee of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax Matters
on its eleventh session (E/2015/45)

Conclusion of the Coordination and Management Meeting
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